After Fair Housing Month: Books to Read

Adult Nonfiction

- Bauman, John F.  
  *From Tenements to the Taylor Homes: In Search of an Urban Housing Policy in the Twentieth Century America.*  

- Coleman, Marlene and William Huss.  
  Sphinx, 2006.

- Denton, Nancy and Douglas Massey.  
  *American Apartheid: Segregation and the Making of the Underclass.*  

- Doan, Mason.  

- Drake, St. Clair.  
  *Black Metropolis: A Study of Negro Life in a Northern City.*  

- Dyson, Michael Eric.  
  *Come Hell or High Water: Hurricane Katrina and the Color of Disaster.*  
  Basic Cavitas, 2006.

- Epil, Mark.  
  *Valuing the New Urbanism.*  
  Urban Land Institute, 1999.

- Fremon, David.  
  *Japanese-American Internment in American History.*  
  1996.

- Grogan, Paul.  
  *Comeback Cities: A Blueprint for Urban Neighborhood Revival.*  

- Hunter, Christine.  
  *Ranches, Rowhouses, and Railroad Flats: American Homes: How They Shape Our Landscapes and Neighborhoods.*  

- Hyde, Sue.  
  *Come Out and Win: Organize Yourself, Your Community and Your World.*  
  2007.

- Keating, Dennis.  
  *The Suburban Housing Dilemma: Housing and Neighborhoods.*  

- Kozol, Jonathan.  
  *Amazing Grace: The Lives of Children and the Conscience of a Nation.*  

- Levin, Jack.  
  *Why We Hate.*  
  Dearborn, 2004

- Lyon, Larry.  
  *The Community in Urban Society.*  

- Marcovitz, Hal and Alec Gallup.  
  *Teens and Race.*  

- Meyer, Stephen Grant.  
  *As Long As They Don’t Move Next Door: Segregation & Racial Conflict in American Neighborhoods.*  

- Polikoff, Alexander.  
  *Waiting for Goutreaux: A Story of Segregation, Housing and the Black Ghetto.*  

- Stephen L. and John Yinger.  
  *The Color of Credit: Mortgage Discrimination, Research and Fair Housing.*  
• Williams, Mary. *Hate Groups: Opposing Viewpoints.* Greenhaven Press, 2004

Adult Fiction
• Eggers, Dave. *Zeitoun.* Vintage, 2010